
VENUS DUAL MAP RACING Ver. 2.5      (19/11/2012) 
Changes from Ver. 2.4 to Ver. 2.5 
 
The Ver. 2.5 Tuning Software is only compatible with Ver. 2.5 hex files or firmware. It will operate 
with the normal Venus and the Venus Racing ECU. The picture will indicate which product is 
connected to the tuning software. This manual only explains the changes. For the rest of the 
settings see the Ver. 2.4 manual. 

           
Compatibility 
The Venus Racing ECU Firmware is Type 16. This Racing ECU can only be used for with racing 
firmware due to memory changes to accommodate the dual maps. The ECU has one price which 
includes the tuning POT, E30 & E21 Harness, choice of Map sensor and CD. The Racing 
Firmware is developed for gear type crank triggers only. The reason is that the spark and fuel 
timing is more accurate and adjustable. It is also recommended to use the external F10 Extreme 
firing module. This will improve the spark quality for that extra edge. 
Venus ECU for normal engines can be upgraded to accommodate the Ver. 2.5 features. For 
Rotary engines is highly recommended to use the 2.5 firmware. Lots of improvements were made 
to it.  
Note that this software in not compatible with the Titan ECU which was discontinued with Ver. 2.4. 
 
  



New features 
Dual Maps (Venus Racing Only) 

 
The Venus Racing firmware can handle 2 maps for different fuel setups or tuning algorithms. This 
is done by connecting the blue wire on the E30 harness through a switch to ground. The input 
used is the TDC sensor. The jumper settings for the TDC input must be set to Hall configuration. If 
the switch is left open the ECU will start with Map 1. If closed, it will be on Map 2. The maps 
cannot be changed on the fly for now as the PC needs to refresh its data. This is under 
construction. You need to switch the ECU off and change to the other map and switch on again. 
Also the PC software must be closed and reopen or you may overwrite your data with the previous 
map data. 
 
MapTeeth (Gear type triggers only) 

 
This setting is used to synchronise the timing when the map sensor reading is taken. It is 
developed for individual throttle bodies to generate a proper vacuum signal. With intake plenums 
this feature should not make a big difference. It is adjusted in number of teeth after TDC. It can 
normally be adjusted up to 180° of engine rotation. If it is a 60-2 gear as in this example, then 15 
teeth will result in 90° after TDC. Once the engine idle, change this value up and down and see 
which teeth gets the best or lowest vacuum signal. If you have a really large duration cam you 
vacuum signal may still be poor at idling and you may still be required to do a TPS blend. 
With throttle bodies you connect the Map sensor only to piston no 1 or its counterpart. Do not use 
a common vacuum rail. 
Note also that the Two Stroke selection was moved to this block. 
 
  



VTech TPS 

 
This feature works only with GP1 and for RPM selection. When the TPS value is below the set 
point the RPM relay will be ignored. When it is above the value, then the relay will be on between 
the 2 limits. 
 
GP Value 

 
These two registers are used for custom programs. 
 
Altitude Compensation (Venus Racing Only) 
This feature is for TPS fuelling only. It will be ignored on the other Fuel Calculation settings. 

 
 

 
The value will change the timing by 3° for every 1000 meter above sea level. The Map sensor has 
to be connected but not attached to the engine. The value must be set before tuning can begin. If 
you tune the engine at high altitude, this timing will be added in the back ground. When going to 
sea level, the timing will reduce to zero automatically. Note that during initial timing calibration 
when starting for the first time, this value must be set to zero. Once timing with the light is 
calibrated, it can be set back to 3° before tuning the engine. 
 
  



Gear teeth (Gear type triggers only) 

 
This feature is changed from the previous versions in firmware. No more faze swopping and 
confusion. Put the engine is on TDC. Count the number of teeth from the slot, in an anti clockwise 
direction, to the sensor. If the pickup is in the slot imagine the tooth there and count it as well. 
Even if it is 60 as in the example. Now check with the timing light and calibrate it using Timing 
Sensor and Gear Teeth. 
 
Injection Teeth (Gear type triggers only) 

 
This block also changed for the Racing Firmware. Put the engine on the degrees where you want 
the injectors to start injecting on cylinder number one. Normally for split sequential it is 180° ATDC 
or bottom deck. For a full sequential is it TDC or top deck. Again count the number of teeth from 
the slot, in an anti clockwise direction, to the sensor. If the pickup is in the slot imagine the tooth 
there and count it as well. Even if it is 60 as in the example. The firmware will move injection in the 
slot to the closest teeth as this is not as critical as spark timing. You may during tuning change this 
value to see if you get better atomisation and performance increase. 
 
Altitude Compensation (Venus Racing Only) 
As with timing this feature is for TPS fuelling only. It will be ignored on the other Fuel Calculation 
settings. 

 
The value will change the injection timing by 10% for every 1000 meter above sea level. Unlike 
timing which will be more at higher altitudes, this value will reduce the injector milli-seconds by the 
set percentage. The Map sensor has to be connected but not attached to the engine. The value 
must be set before tuning can begin. If you tune the engine at high altitude, this fuelling will be 
subtracted in the back ground. When going to sea level, the fuelling will increase automatically.  
 
  



Tuning POT (Venus Racing Only) 

 
When set on Injector, the Potentiometer provided will adjust the milli-seconds up or down by the 
set percentage amount which is 10 in the example. When the POT is set on 50% nothing will 
change to the current fuel value. 0% POT will reduce the injection value by 10% and 100% POT 
will increase the injection value by 10%. 

 
 

 
When set on Timing, the Potentiometer provided will adjust the timing up or down by the set 
percentage amount which is 5° in the example. When the POT is set on 50% nothing will change 
to the current timing value. 0% POT will reduce the timing by 5° and 100% POT will increase the 
injection value by 5°. 
 
Launch Limiter RPM (Venus Racing Only) 
The launch rev-limiter can be adjusted with the POT. This will help on track days to dial in the 
ultimate launch revs for the best traction. 

 
Set the POT input to launch. 

 
Set the RPM limiter to 0 and the Launch Deactivation to TPS 90%. 

 
Set the POT value to the required launch revs. 50% = 5000RPM. 42% will equal 4200RPM and so 
on. Now if you press the accelerator not more than 90% the engine will stall at the launch revs and 



implement the other launch values. The moment the accelerator is pressed past 90%, launch will 
be deactivated and normal tuning parameters will commence. Launch will stay deactivated until 
the revs fall below 3000RPM. Then the procedure will repeat itself. To deactivate the lanch 
manually turn the pot clockwise to 100%. 
Note. It is recommended to make marks on the pot back plate for memorised settings. 
 
Micro Fuelling 
 

 
With the Ver. 2.5 firmware the limits to change over to the second set injectors is changed. It uses 
2 settings which will ease in changing over more automatically. In this example if the injection time 
is more than 15 milli-seconds or the duty cycle goes past 70%, micro fuelling will commence. 
 
To Change a Ver. 2.4 map to Ver. 2.5 
Open the Map with Notepad. Edit the second line in the sample as follows: 
 
Ver. 2.4 
#ECU Version 
3,15,4,1,21,4,4; 
#VehicleInfo 
 
Ver. 2.5 
#ECU Version 
3,16,5,1,21,4,4; 
#VehicleInfo 
 
Save and exit. Load into new ECU and change all of the above settings. Save your new map. 


